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Abstract

This paper introduces and analyzes a model of sequential hermaphroditism in the framework of contin-
uously structured population models with sexual reproduction. The model is general in the sense that the
birth, transition (from one sex to the other) and death processes of the population are given by arbitrary
functions according to a biological meaningful hypotheses. The system is reduced to a single equation intro-
ducing the intrinsic sex-ratio subspace. The steady states are analyzed and illustrated for several cases. In
particular, neglecting the competition for resources we have explicitly found a unique non-trivial equilib-
rium which is unstable.
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1. Introduction

Most animal or plant species produce two types of gametes (large/small). In hermaphrodite
populations, a single individual produces both large and small gametes during its lifetime.
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Hermaphroditism comes in two forms: simultaneous and sequential. In the former, an individual
produces both kinds of gametes in each breeding season, more or less at the same time. In the
latter, an individual functions early in life as one sex and then switches to the other sex for the
rest of its life. This second form has, in its turn, two modes, the so-called protogyny: female first,
and protandry: male first. See for instance [1].

Sequential hermaphroditism is widespread among fish and invertebrates, and known for a few
plants. For instance, about 10% of the fish species are sex changers (9% protogynous and 1% prot-
androus). Some examples cited in the literature are: the sea bream (sparus aurata), the anemone-
fish1 (amphiprion sp.), the parrotfish (scarus sp.) and the blue-headed wrasse (thalassoma
bifasciatum).

In this kind of species, the change from one sex to the other may be induced by environmental
or social factors and the transition occurs when individuals attain a specific body size. More pre-
cisely, we consider that the size-at-sex-change is genetically determined and may differ for each
individual. As a simplifying hypothesis, we can assume that all the members of the population
are born at the same size and the individual growth rate is just a positive function of size, i.e.
dx
dt ¼ gðxÞ being x and t, size and time, respectively. So, all the members attain a specific size at
the same age because they spend the same time to reach it. Therefore, in this case, sex-reversal
is independent of environmental or social conditions and it occurs at a specific age which will
be considered as a non-negative random variable.

Mathematically, the latter assumption is a considerable simplification. It can be shown that
there exists a change of variables (see e.g. [2] Section I.3.4, or [3] Section 5) that transforms the
size-dependent problem into an equivalent age-dependent problem. See also [4,5].

From the biological point of view, we could have considered a density-dependent individual
growth rate accounting for environmental or social variations in the transition from one sex to
the other, such as the loss of a mate. In a future work we plan to go on in the direction of includ-
ing such external factors, although that case implies a major mathematical complexity.

Without loss of generality, we deal with a protogynous species, that is to say, we take the tran-
sition to be from female to male. The other case (male first) is analogous.

Our motivation is to study the age at sex-reversal from the evolutionary/adaptive point of view,
see [6]. We present here several results about the dynamics of the population which serve as a basis
for undertaking such an evolutionary study. In a near future we hope to collect results in this
direction in a forthcoming paper. For the adaptive dynamics we refer the reader to [7] and see also
[8] for an example of a multi-dimensional evolutionary trait.

The paper is organized as follows. First of all, Section 2 introduces the basic hypotheses
and the parameters of the model: the probability law of the age at sex-reversal, the non-linear
(due to the sexual reproduction) birth function giving the influx of newborns, and the age-spe-
cific and density-dependent per capita mortality rate. In Section 3, the complete (deterministic)
system for the age-densities of females and males is formulated and derived in the form of
non-linear integral equations as well as the smooth version in the form of nonlocal non-linear
first-order hyperbolic partial differential equations (partial integro-differential equations) with
boundary, at age zero, and initial conditions. We take the former approach because of the
1 Like the main fish character in the animated movie Finding Nemo!
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lack of regularity in general, and in particular because in the latter the derivative of the prob-
ability law (which has to be restricted to the absolutely continuous case) appears in the tran-
sition term from female to male. Introducing additional hypotheses, namely, suitable Lipschitz
conditions on the birth function and the mortality rate, in Appendix A we show the existence
and uniqueness of global solutions which are non-negative and biologically meaningful for the
present model.

An explicit form of the birth function, in terms of the fertility rates, is derived in Section 4 for
latter numerical purposes. It corresponds to a Holling type II functional response, and it is based
on the fact that females arrange its time in looking for mates and handling the production of new
offspring. The expected searching time is /(number of males)�1, whereas the expected handling
time is a constant. In Section 5 we show that the system can be reduced to the intrinsic sex-ratio
subspace where the dynamics is given by a single non-linear integral equation for the age-density
of individuals of both sexes. The linear chain trick is performed at the end of the section just to
illustrate a special case where the state space is finite dimensional.

Section 6 studies the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions as time tends to infinity. We have
determined a sufficient condition for having bounded trajectories and the possibility of non-trivial
dynamics. On the other hand we have seen that the extinction equilibrium is always locally asymp-
totically stable, displaying the Allee effect (see [9,10]), which is a common feature of sexually
reproducing populations.

In Section 7 we address the stationary problem, i.e. we look for solutions independent of time in
L1
þ. The non-trivial steady states are determined according to a scalar non-linear equation for the

total population at equilibrium as an independent variable. We end the section by illustrating two
cases. The first one is the (non-linear) case of neglecting the competition for the resources, obtain-
ing that there is at most a non-trivial steady state which is always unstable. An explicit expression
of this equilibrium is given, and the instability is obtained by means of a linearization procedure.
The second case, which is rather general, includes some sort of competition and we have found
two non-trivial equilibria for each value of the expected age at sex-reversal in a bounded open
interval. Both cases are depicted in a bifurcation diagram, for two choices of the probability
law (Heaviside/exponential).

Finally, Section 8 contains some remarks on the complexity of the introduced model equations,
and on the evolutionary dynamics of the age at sex-reversal (using the probability law as a func-
tion-valued trait, see [6] for further details). The latter will be the subject of the continuation of the
present paper.
2. Model formulation (birth, transition, death)

We are going to introduce a fairly general (age and sex)-structured population dynamics model
of sequential hermaphroditism. So, let us start by introducing the terminology that we are going
to use in the sequel.

Let a,t 2 [0,1) be age and time, respectively. Concerning to the transition process from female
to male, let us consider that the age at sex-reversal, which we will refer as the critical age, is a ran-
dom variable X P 0 with a given probability distribution function P(X 6 a) = s(a), so we assume
that
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Hypothesis 1 (Random critical age). s: [0,1)! [0,1] is non-decreasing, right-continuous and
lima!1s(a) = 1.

Notice that s(a) is the probability that an a-aged individual selected at random has al-
ready changed sex, or equivalently, 1 � s(a) is the probability that she has not done it
yet. At this point, the probability s(a) is not necessarily the proportion of males at age
a in the population, because initially the proportion of males within a range of ages can
be arbitrary.

The value s(0) P 0 turns out to be the probability of being born as male. The case s(0) > 0 can
be interpreted twofold: some of the individuals switch sex instantaneously when they are born,
that is to say, is the limit case of having early critical ages. Or, it could be said that, there are
two kinds of males in the population, the so-called primary males which are males throughout
their lives, and the secondary males which have been females when young. This phenomenon is
called diandry in the literature and has been observed in parrotfish, for example. On the contrary,
the case s(0) = 0 simply means that all members are born as females. The diagram in Fig. 1 shows
the reproductive cycle of a protogynous hermaphrodite species, including the possibility of
diandry.

Let f(a, t) and m(a, t) be the (expected) densities with respect to age of the female and male pop-
ulations at time t, respectively, which we think as non-negative functions. The total population at
time t of each subclass is computed by integrating the corresponding density over the age span.
The total population at time t then is simply the sum of both P ðtÞ ¼

R1
0

f ðx; tÞ þ mðx; tÞdx.
So, we are in the functional framework of L1 :¼ L1ð0;1; RÞ, the Banach space of equivalence

classes of Lebesgue integrable functions from [0,1) to R which agree almost everywhere (a.e.),
equipped with the norm k/kL1 :¼

R1
0 j/ðxÞjdx, which is additive in the non-negative cone
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Fig. 1. Reproductive cycle of a (diandric) protogynous species: female and male offspring are produced in (1 � s(0)):
s(0) proportion, and females change into the other sex later in life at a critical age (random variable). Probability of still
being female at age a is given by 1 � s(a). If s(0) = 0 (no diandry) the arrow in the diagram from mating to Males should
be removed. Vital parameters are: l mortality, b fertility for females, and c efficiency for males (see Section 4). Sex-ratio
is defined as the proportion between females and males.
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L1
þ ¼ f/ 2 L1 : /ðaÞP 0 for a:e: a P 0g. For the writing simplicity, from now on we shall write
k Æ k1 instead of k � kL1 .

The critical age constrains the age-densities of females and males in the following sense. Let
0 6 a0 6 a1 be the lower and upper threshold age of the transition process
a0 :¼ inffa : sðaÞ > 0g <1; a1 :¼ supfa : sðaÞ < 1g: ð1Þ
Since above age a1 all the (alive) individuals have already changed sex (with probability 1) and
similarly, below a0 all individuals still remain females with probability 1, we will have f(a, t) = 0
a.e. a > a1 and m(a, t) = 0 a.e. a < a0.

The birth process of the population is described according to the following general non-linear
birth function. Let Bð/;wÞ be the total number of newborn individuals per unit of time, as a func-
tion of the age-distribution of their mothers and fathers /, w 2 L1. So we suppose that

Hypothesis 2 (Birth function). B : L1 � L1 ! R is a non-linear functional such that:
Bð0;wÞ ¼ Bð/; 0Þ ¼ 0, jBð/;wÞj 6 k1k/k1kwk1, jBð/;wÞj 6 k2k/k1 and BðL1

þ � L1
þÞP 0.

The above conditions on the functional B have the following biological interpretation. The
first condition means that a mother and a father are needed to produce an individual. Sec-
ond and third assumptions come from the fact that the limiting factor for the number of
newborn individuals, is proportional (k1) to the number of possible female–male encounters,
i.e. total females times total males, and in addition, if we suppose there is some saturation in
the input of newborns with respect to male population, then the actual limiting factor is pro-
portional (k2) to the total females. Finally, the last condition will be needed for the positivity
of the solution.

Concerning to the mortality process, let l(a,P(t)) be the age-specific and density dependent per
capita mortality rate, so we assume that

Hypothesis 3 (Mortality rate). l : ½0;1Þ� R! R is positive, locally integrable with respect to
age, non-decreasing in population size, and such that: 0 < l0 6 infaP0l(a,p) =: l(p) 6 l(a,p) a.e.
a P 0.

We point out that if the quantity kl(Æ,P(t)) (f(Æ, t) + m(Æ, t))k1 exists, then it gives the total num-
ber of deaths per unit of time, at time t. It is natural to assume the same mortality rate for both
females and males because they are equal except for their sexual role. The dependence of l on the
population size means that there is competition for the limited resources among the members of
the population. We remark that the function l, defined in Hypothesis 3, is also a non-decreasing
function of population size. The constant l0 > 0 is interpreted as the minimum mortality which,
without loss of generality, can be taken as l0 = l(0).

For a better understanding of the meaning of the parameters we recall that s(a) is a dimension-
less parameter, Bð/;wÞ has units of population · (time)�1, and l(a,p) has units of (time)�1.

Finally, let f 0(a), m0(a) be the known female and male initial age distributions constrained by
the form of the probability law (see (1)), i.e. initial conditions that are biologically meaningful for
the present model. So we suppose that

Hypothesis 4 (Initial condition). f 0;m0 2 L1
þ and the following holds: if a1 <1 then f 0(a) = 0 a.e.

a > a1, and if a0 > 0 then m0(a) = 0 a.e. a < a0.
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3. Complete system

Taking the Hypotheses 1–4 and definitions of the previous section into account, the complete
system (which displays the birth, transition and death processes) for the age-densities of females
and males can be formulated as the following non-linear integral equations:
fða; tÞ
mða; tÞ

� �
¼

f 0ða� tÞ
1�sðaÞ

1�sða�tÞ
sðaÞ�sða�tÞ

1�sða�tÞ

0
@

1
Aþ m0ða� tÞ

0

1

� �2
4

3
5Pða; t; a� t; PÞ a:e: a P t;

Bðfð�; t� aÞ;mð�; t� aÞÞ
1� sðaÞ

sðaÞ

� �
Pða; t; 0; PÞ a:e: a < t

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð2Þ

R

with Pða; t; c; PÞ :¼ e

�
a

c
lðy;P ðyþt�aÞÞ dy

for max{0,a � t} 6 c 6 a, PðtÞ ¼
R1

0
f ðx; tÞ þ mðx; tÞdx, and

the convention f 0ðaÞ
1�sðaÞ :¼ 0, a.e. a > a1. The function P is referred in the literature as the (density-

dependent) survival probability. Notice that each column vector above has entries between zero
and one which sums to one. Clearly, the origin (0,0), the so-called extinction equilibrium, is always
a solution of the complete system since Bð0; 0Þ ¼ 0.

The complete system (2) can be derived as follows. The evolution in time of the age-densities,
seen as a random variables at this point, is due to two independent processes: the transition process
from female to male and the aging process. On the one hand, the probability that a female of age
c < a1 has already changed sex at a later age a, is given by the following conditional probability:

PðX 6 ajX > cÞ ¼ P ðc<X6aÞ
PðX>cÞ ¼

sðaÞ�sðcÞ
1�sðcÞ . Notice that the probability of the complementary event 1�sðaÞ

1�sðcÞ
is interpreted as the probability that a female of age c will remain female at age a. On the other
hand, the probability that an individual of age c, at time t � (a � c), will survive to a later age a at

time t when the total population is given by P(Æ), is given by e
�
R a

c
lðy;P ðyþt�aÞÞ dy

as it is usual in age-
dependent problems. Now considering the expectation of the age-densities as deterministic state
variables and the probabilities computed above, the system follows. More precisely, the first part
of the system results from the fact of taking c = a � t P 0, whereas the second part from c = 0,
a < t and the fact that the probability of being born as female or male is given by 1 � s(0), s(0),
respectively.

In the following we shall always assume an upper threshold age a1 > 0 (in particular s(0) < 1)
since the very particular case a1 = 0 it is not interesting from the ecological point of view because
the population goes exponentially to extinction. Indeed, in this case kf(Æ, t)k1 = 0 and
0 6 kmð�; tÞk1 6 km0k1e�l0t !

t!1
0. The same asymptotic behaviour occurs if initially there is no

female population kf 0k1 = 0. Indeed, it is a routine to check that {(f,m): f = 0} � L1 · L1 is a pos-
itively invariant subspace for (2) and on this subspace we have that limt!1km(Æ, t)k1 = 0, which is
derived as before.

Step functions can be handled rigorously in integral equations. Thus, for instance, the complete
system includes the case that all individuals change sex at the same age, i.e. when the probability
law is defined as a Heaviside step function sðaÞ ¼ X½l;1ÞðaÞ, l > 0. We recall that X½l;1ÞðaÞ ¼ 1 if
a P l, and 0 otherwise. In this situation, all females are exactly younger than males (which have
age greater or equal than l), the transition takes place only at age l = a0 = a1, s(0) = 0, and the
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expected value of the critical age is E[X] = l. This example was studied by E.L. Charnov (see [1]
and [11]) but only from the evolutionary point of view.

The smooth version of the present model of sequential hermaphroditism is dealt with until the
end of the section. If we now assume that the critical age X P 0 is an absolutely continuous ran-
dom variable, i.e. its probability law is an absolutely continuous function, then it is differentiable
almost everywhere and can be recovered integrating its derivative. In addition, if we also assume
that the state variables are sufficiently smooth, then we can rewrite the complete system (2) as the
following system of nonlocal non-linear first-order hyperbolic partial differential equations with
boundary and initial conditions:
ftða; tÞ þ faða; tÞ þ lða; P ðtÞÞf ða; tÞ ¼ � s0ðaÞ
1�sðaÞ f ða; tÞ

mtða; tÞ þ maða; tÞ þ lða; PðtÞÞmða; tÞ ¼ s0ðaÞ
1�sðaÞ f ða; tÞ

8<
: a:e: a < a1 6¼ 0;

f ð0; tÞ
mð0; tÞ

� �
¼

1� sð0Þ
sð0Þ

� �
Bðf ð�; tÞ;mð�; tÞÞ; t > 0; f ð�; 0Þ ¼ f 0; mð�; 0Þ ¼ m0:

ð3Þ
Whereas for a.e. a > a1, where a1 is the upper threshold defined in (1), f(a, t) = 0 and the second
equation above becomes mt(a, t) + ma(a, t) + l(a,P(t))m(a, t) = 0.

We remark that the partial differential equations in (3) are derived from system (2) by comput-
ing the ‘directional derivative’ of the population densities, regarded as functions of two indepen-
dent variables age and time, in the direction of the vector (1,1), with no additional regularity
conditions on the parameters B and l.

The term s0ðaÞ
1�sðaÞ appearing in the right hand side is interpreted as the per capita instantaneous

transition rate from female to male at age a. Indeed, we can compute, using the definition of con-
ditional probability, the per capita transition rate in an infinitesimal interval of length da > 0 as
the following limit:
lim
da!0

P ðX 6 aþ dajX > aÞ
da

¼ lim
da!0

Pða < X 6 aþ daÞ
PðX > aÞda

¼ s0ðaÞ
1� sðaÞ ;
a.e. a < a1 5 0. So the first equation of (3) says that a cohort in the female subclass decreases by
females who get changed and females who die. The second equation says that a cohort in the male
subclass increases by those females that become new males and decreases by males who die.

Finally and just to cite another example, let us think about a probability law giving a per capita
instantaneous transition rate independent of the age of the individuals. The exponential distribu-

tion sðaÞ ¼
R a

0
e�x=l

l dx ¼ 1� e�
a
l, l > 0 is the only possible one (memoryless critical age). In this

case, the transition takes place for all ages (a0 = 0 and a1 =1), and the (constant) per capita tran-

sition rate equals to the inverse of the expected value of the critical age, i.e. s0ðaÞ
1�sðaÞ ¼ 1

E½X � ¼ 1
l > 0.

Furthermore, the exponential distribution is a particular case of a family of absolutely contin-

uous pdf, namely, the Weibull distribution sðaÞ ¼ 1� expf�ðCð1þh�1Þa
l Þhg, E[X] = l > 0, h > 0. In

this case, the per capita transition rate turns out to be hah�1ðCð1þh�1Þ
l Þh, which is a function of

age a except for h = 1. For large h, this distribution approximates (in the sense that the sequence
of random variables converges in law) to the Heaviside step function considered before, so, the
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situation where all individuals change sex at approximately the same age, can be modelled by the
smooth system (3) with this choice of the probability law.

See for instance the book by H.R. Thieme [12], Chapter 12, for an explanation on general stage
transitions. For a monograph on the subject of age-dependent population dynamics see, for in-
stance, the book by G.F. Webb [13], the book by M. Iannelli [14], or the book by Metz and Diek-
mann [2] Chapter IV. See also the recent book [15].

Mathematical well-posedness of problem (2) can be proved by a fixed point argument in some
suitable Banach space. Indeed, in Appendix A we introduce two additional assumptions: Hypoth-
eses 6 and 7, which mean we suppose that the functional B fulfills a local Lipschitz-continuous
condition and that the function l fulfills a local Lipschitz-continuous condition with respect to
population size p and uniformly in age a, respectively. And finally, we show the existence and
uniqueness of global solutions which are non-negative and biologically meaningful for the present
model, see Theorems 7–9.
4. Holling type II: functional response

So far we have considered a general birth function. The aim of the section is to derive an explicit
expression for the non-linear functional B, in terms of the fertility rates, which will be used only
for numerical purposes.

Using a time budget argument, we will show that the number of newborns per unit of time
exhibits a Holling type II functional response to the male density. Specifically, an explicit form
of the birth function is derived from a submodel in which females can be either searching for
mates or busy ‘handling the production of new offspring’, e.g. producing eggs. For the classical
Holling time budget argument applied to a prey-predator model, see [16] and [17].

So, let b(a,P(t)) P 0 be the age-specific and density-dependent per capita and per male fertility
rate for females, measured in units of (population)�1 · (time)�1. On the other hand, let
0 6 c(a,P(t)) 6 1 be the age-specific and density-dependent efficiency for males (dimensionless
parameter), which we refer as male ‘‘fertility’’. See, e.g. [1] Chapter 9.

From now on, the symbol h Æ , Æ i will denote the duality pairing between L1 :¼ L1ð0;1; RÞ and
L1 which is defined as hu; /i ¼

R1
0 uðxÞ/ðxÞdx. Concerning to the birth process, as well as

Hypotheses 2 and 6 in Appendix A, we will assume that:

Hypothesis 5 (Holling type II). The birth function B : L1 � L1 ! R is defined as
Bð/;wÞ :¼ hbð�;PÞ;/i hcð�;PÞ;wi
1þ hh1;wi ; P :¼ h1;/þ wi
with b(Æ, p), c(Æ, p) 2 L1 non-negative, and h > 0 (normalized handling time).

Notice that if b(a,p) and c(a,p) fulfill a local Lipschitz-continuous condition, i.e. Hypothesis 7
in Appendix A with l substituted by b and c, respectively, and b(Æ,p) is essentially bounded by a
constant independent of p then Hypothesis 5 implies Hypotheses 2 and 6.

The expression above can be derived as follows. Let us consider a general sexually reproducing
species (say, a fish species and not necessarily hermaphrodite) mating at random. Now let us sup-
pose that a given large number of sexual encounters n� 1 have taken place for each female of the
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population in a time interval of length T > 0. In order to fix ideas, we can assume that in this inter-
val of time T, large as well, every female arrange its time successively in looking for mates (for
si > 0 random searching times) and handling the production of new offspring for time intervals
of fixed length ~h > 0 (expected handling time), i.e.
T ¼ ðs1 þ ~hÞ þ ðs2 þ ~hÞ þ � � � þ ðsn þ ~hÞ:
The expected handling time, i.e. the average time needed by a female before she is able to search
for another mate, does not depend on the number of males (only depends on the species under
consideration) whereas the searching time can be considered as a positive random variable s with
expectation proportional to the inverse of the total male population, i.e. E½s� ¼ kR1

0
mðxÞ dx

, where the

constant k > 0 has units of population · time. So the time T turns out to be also a positive random
variable such that, by the law of large numbers,
T
n
¼ ~hþ 1

n

Xn

i¼1

si ’ ~hþ kR1
0

mðxÞdx
:

On the other hand, let ~b P 0 be the per capita and per encounter female fertility (e.g. the number
of eggs produced by a female per encounter), and let 0 6 c 6 1 be the male efficiency (e.g. the frac-
tion of eggs fertilized by a male). Both are considered as age-specific dimensionless parameters.
Then, the expected number of newborn individuals of an a-aged female in one encounter equals
to ~bðaÞ 1

n

Pn
i¼1cðxiÞ, where xi i = 1, . . . ,n are the ages of the males of the n encounters. Therefore,

substituting again arithmetic means by expected values, one has that
the expected number of newborns of an a-aged female per unit of time

¼
~bðaÞ 1

n

Pn
i¼1cðxiÞ

T
n

’
~bðaÞ 1

n

Pn
i¼1cðxiÞ

kR1
0

mðxÞ dx
þ ~h

’
~bðaÞ

R1
0

cðxÞmðxÞ dxR1
0

mðxÞ dx

kR1
0

mðxÞ dx
þ ~h

¼
~bðaÞ

R1
0 cðxÞmðxÞdx

kþ ~h
R1

0 mðxÞdx
:

Now, setting ~h ¼ kh and ~bðaÞ ¼ kbðaÞ (which is simply a normalization), the expected (total) num-
ber of newborns per unit of time is obtained by ‘adding’ the expected number of newborns of each
female per unit of time
Z 1

0

bðaÞf ðaÞda

R1
0 cðxÞmðxÞdx

1þ h
R1

0
mðxÞdx

:

Notice that the new parameter h > 0 has units of (population)�1, whereas b(a) P 0 is measured in
units of (population)�1 · (time)�1, which actually means that the new parameter b(a) is the per
capita and per male fertility rate for females. Finally, if we incorporate the effects of crowding and
resource limitation in both ‘‘fertilities’’, i.e., b and c are density-dependent parameters, then we
obtain the expression given in Hypothesis 5.
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5. Reduced system (intrinsic sex-ratio subspace)

The aim of this section is to show that the complete system (2) can be reduced to an infinite
dimensional positively invariant subspace of L1 · L1, which we have called the intrinsic sex-ratio
subspace. In order to do that, we will make a (simple) linear change of variables.

If we make an attempt to simplify the complete system directly by adding both equations in (2),
we do not obtain a single equation for the density of individuals (of both sexes) because of the
birth function. On the other hand, we realize that there is an important relation between female
and male densities in (2), namely,
sðaÞf ða; tÞ ¼ ð1� sðaÞÞmða; tÞ for a:e: a < t:
These considerations suggest the following linear change of state variables in (2):
uða; tÞ ¼ f ða; tÞ þ mða; tÞ; vða; tÞ ¼ sðaÞf ða; tÞ þ ðsðaÞ � 1Þmða; tÞ:

More precisely, for each t P 0 the change of variables is defined by the following one-to-one
bicontinuous (bounded) linear operator R : L1 � L1 ! L1 � L1,
R
/

w

� �
¼

1 1

s s� 1

� �
/

w

� �
:

Indeed, R is obviously linear and well-defined in the whole product space since 0 6 s(a) 6 1.
Moreover R is a bounded linear operator with norm
kRk :¼ sup
kUk1¼1

kRUk1 ¼ 2 for U 2 L1 � L1:
The latter follows from two facts: for all U = (/,w) 2 L1 · L1, we have that kRUk1 ¼ k/þ
wk1 þ ks/þ ðs� 1Þwk1 6 2ðk/k1 þ kwk1Þ ¼ 2kUk1. And defining Un :¼ ðX½n;nþ1�; 0Þ 2 L1 � L1 for
n P 0, we have that kRkP supnP0kRUnk1 ¼ supnP0ð1þ

R nþ1

n sðxÞdxÞ ¼ 2. The inverse can be
computed explicitly, which turns out also to be a bounded linear operator with kR�1k ¼ 2,
R�1 /

w

� �
¼

1� s 1

s �1

� �
/

w

� �
:

Making the previous change of variables, the complete system (2) for the new variables (u,v)
becomes:
uða; tÞ
vða; tÞ

� �
¼

u0ða� tÞ
1

0

� �
þ v0ða� tÞ

0
1�sðaÞ

1�sða�tÞ

 !" #
Pða; t; a� t; PÞ a:e: a P t;

BðR�1ðuð�; t� aÞ; vð�; t� aÞÞÞ
1

0

� �
Pða; t; 0; PÞ a:e: a < t

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð4Þ
with P ðtÞ ¼
R1

0
uðx; tÞdx, related initial conditions ðu0; v0Þ :¼ Rðf 0;m0Þ, and the convention

v0ðaÞ
1�sðaÞ :¼ 0 a.e. a > a1. Since the mapping R is an isomorphism of Banach spaces, Theorem 9 in
Appendix A assures the existence and uniqueness of global solutions of (4), although now only
the first component of the solution being non-negative. Let us remark that the new state variable
u clearly represents the individuals (of both sexes) of the population whereas the new state
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variable v can be interpreted as a certain ‘measure’ of how far is the actual sex-ratio of the pop-
ulation at age a, which depends on the initial condition, from the sex-ratio determined by the tran-
sition process, i.e. (1 � s(a))/s(a).

Now it is a routine to check that the vector subspace {(u,v): v = 0} � L1 · L1 is a positively
invariant subspace for system (4) and furthermore it is an exponentially attracting set, i.e. we have
that:

Proposition 1. Let Hypotheses 1–4 and 6, 7 hold. Then

(i) if v0 = 0 then v(Æ, t) = 0 for all t P 0.
(ii) For all t P 0 kvð�; tÞk1 6 kv0k1e�l0t !

t!1
0.

Proof. The first part is trivial. To prove the second part, from (4) we realize that v(a, t) = 0 for a.e.
a < t. So, if the upper threshold a1 <1, then it readily follows that kv(Æ, t)k1 = 0 for all t > a1,
whereas if a1 =1 then
0 6 kvð�; tÞk1 ¼
Z 1

t
jv0ða� tÞj 1� sðaÞ

1� sða� tÞPða; t; a� t; PÞda 6
Z 1

t
jv0ða� tÞje�l0t da

¼ kv0k1e�l0t !
t!1

0: �
And a straightforward consequence of the latter is the following

Corollary 2 (Intrinsic sex-ratio subspace). Under Hypotheses 1–4 and 6, 7, the vector subspace
fðf ;mÞ : sf ¼ ð1� sÞmg � L1 � L1
is an exponentially attracting positively invariant subspace for system (2).

Therefore, the original complete system (2) can be reduced to a single non-linear integral equa-
tion for the age-density of individuals (of both sexes), i.e. the following reduced system:
uða; tÞ ¼ u0ða� tÞPða; t; a� t; P Þ; a:e: a P t;

Bðð1� sÞuð�; t� aÞ; suð�; t� aÞÞPða; t; 0; P Þ; a:e: a < t

�
ð5Þ
with Pða; t; c; P Þ :¼ e
�
R a

c
lðy;Pðyþt�aÞÞ dy

, P ðtÞ ¼
R1

0 uðx; tÞdx, and u0 2 L1
þ is the known (non-nega-

tive) initial age distribution of individuals without any other biological constrain. Notice that
on the intrinsic sex-ratio subspace, the densities of females and males are (1 � s(a))u(a, t) and
s(a) u(a, t), respectively.
5.1. The linear chain trick

It is well known that there is a special class of continuously age-structured population models
which can be written as ordinary differential equations for one or several weighted population sizes.
The projection from the infinite dimensional state space to a finite dimensional subspace, is
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performed by the so-called linear chain trick, see for instance [18] and the references therein, [14]
Chapter V, or [19] Section 3.2.

Just to illustrate an example, let us consider the reduced system (5) with the birth function given
by the expression of Hypothesis 5. In addition, let us assume an age-independent mortality
l(a,p):¼l(p) P l0 > 0, the following fertilities, eventually decreasing with respect to age,
bða; pÞ :¼ b0ðpÞ þ
Xn1

n¼0

bnþ1ðpÞane�a1a P 0;

0 6 cða; pÞ :¼ c0ðpÞ þ
Xn2

n¼0

cnþ1ðpÞane�a2a
6 1
with n1, n2 non-negative integers and a1, a2 > 0, and that the critical age is exponentially distrib-
uted sðaÞ :¼ 1� e�

a
l, l > 0.

Let us introduce the compound variables or ‘‘moments’’, i.e. the following weighted population
sizes:
F ðtÞ ¼
R1

0 ð1� sðxÞÞuðx; tÞdx;

F nðtÞ ¼
R1

0 xne�a1xð1� sðxÞÞuðx; tÞdx; n ¼ 0; . . . ; n1;

MðtÞ ¼
R1

0 sðxÞuðx; tÞdx;

MnðtÞ ¼
R1

0 xne�a2xsðxÞuðx; tÞdx; n ¼ 0; . . . ; n2

8>>><
>>>:

ð6Þ
as a new (sufficiently smooth) state variables. Here P(t), the total population at time t, is given by
F + M, whereas the birth rate at time t, BðtÞ :¼ Bðð1� sÞuð�; tÞ; suð�; tÞÞ, turns out to be
BðtÞ ¼ b0ðPÞFþ
Xn1

n¼0

bnþ1ðPÞF n

 !
c0ðPÞMþ

Xn2

n¼0

cnþ1ðPÞMn

 !
1

1þ hM
:

Now, differentiating in (6) with respect to time and using ut(a, t) + ua(a, t) + l(a,P(t))u(a, t) = 0,
uð0; tÞ ¼ Bðð1� sÞuð�; tÞ; suð�; tÞÞ, which is the smooth version of the reduced system (5), we get
the following non-linear (autonomous) system of ordinary differential equations:
_F ¼ B� lðP ÞF� F
l ;

_M ¼ �lðPÞMþ F
l ;

_F 0 ¼ B� ða1 þ lðPÞÞF 0 � F 0

l ;

_M0 ¼ �ða2 þ lðP ÞÞM0 þ F 0

l ;

_F n ¼ nF n�1 � ða1 þ lðP ÞÞF n � F n
l ; n ¼ 1; . . . ; n1;

_Mn ¼ nMn�1 � ða2 þ lðPÞÞMn þ F n
l ; n ¼ 1; . . . ; n2

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:
with an initial condition related through (6) to the initial age distribution u0 2 L1
þ. Notice that this

projected system has dimension (4 + n1 + n2) and preserves positivity. Once we know the non-neg-
ative solution of this system at time t P 0, P(t) and B(t) are known, and the density of individuals
u(Æ, t) at time t is recovered by (5).
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Finally a particular case of the latter system happens when fertilities are also age independent,
i.e. b(a,p):¼b0(p) and c(a,p):¼c0(p), namely:
_F ¼ b0ðP Þc0ðP ÞM
1þhM � lðP Þ � 1

l

� �
F ;

_M ¼ �lðP ÞMþ F
l ;

8<
:

which is a two-dimensional system for the total female and male populations (F + M = P), where
one can take advantage of the phase-plane analysis.

See e.g. [12] Chapter 11, for an analysis of the dynamics of a general one-species two-stage
structured population model, which however does not explicitly take sexual reproduction into
account.
6. Asymptotic behaviour

It is a common belief in ecology that no given population can grow beyond a certain limit.
Keeping the latter in mind, the aim of this section is to find a suitable sufficient condition which
assures that limsupt!1P(t) <1. See for instance [13] Chapter 4.

The asymptotic behaviour of the solutions as t tends to infinity can be determined thanks to the
fact that the reduced system (5) is equivalent to a mild form of a partial differential equation (see
[13]) which in particular implies the following inequality
_PðtÞ 6 Bðð1� sÞuð�; tÞ; suð�; tÞÞ �
Z 1

0

lðx; PðtÞÞuðx; tÞdx; t P 0: ð7Þ
The symbol ‘dot’ is understood in the sense _PðtÞ :¼ lim suph&0
PðtþhÞ�PðtÞ

h throughout this section.
Next proposition states the boundedness of the trajectories of (5), namely

Proposition 3. Let Hypotheses 1–4 and 6, 7 hold. Assume that there exists K > 0 such that
Bðð1� sÞ/; s/Þ �
Z 1

0

lðx; k/k1Þ/ðxÞdx 6 0 for all / 2 L1
þ; k/k1 P K: ð8Þ
then
PðtÞ ¼ kuð�; tÞk1 6 maxfK; ku0k1g <1 for all u0 2 L1
þ and t P 0:
Proof. Combining (7) and (8) we have that there exists K > 0 such that
_PðtÞ 6 Bðð1� sÞuð�; tÞ; suð�; tÞÞ �
Z 1

0

lðx; kuð�; tÞk1Þuðx; tÞdx 6 0
whenever P(t) = ku(Æ,t)k1 P K. Hence, we must have that if P(0) = ku0k1 > K then P(t) 6 P(0) for
all t P 0.

On the other hand, to prove that if P(0) 6 K then P(t) 6 K for all t P 0, let us assume the
contrary: P(0) 6 K and there exists a time t1 > 0 such that P(t1) > K. By the continuity of P(t) on
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[0, t1], there exists h > 0 such that P(0) 6 K < P(t1 � h) < P(t1). But, using the inequality above we
have that _P ðtÞ 6 0 for all t 2 [t1 � h,t1], which is a contradiction.

Thus proving the statement. h

A straightforward consequence of the latter is that the closed ball f/ 2 L1
þ : k/k1 6 Kg is a pos-

itively invariant set for system (5). Actually, if we change the symbol ‘6’ by ‘<’ in (8) then in addi-
tion this ball is an attracting set, because _PðtÞ is less than or equal to a quantity which is negative
outside the ball.

Condition (8) is interpreted as follows. At high population density, the number of individuals
who die exceeds the number of newborn individuals. This is a reasonable condition which is
often required in population dynamics. A sufficient condition, for instance, to assure (8) is:
k2 < limp!1 l(p). Indeed, in this case there exists K > 0 such that Bðð1� sÞ/; s/Þ�R1

0 lðx; k/k1Þ /ðxÞdx 6 ðk2 � lðk/k1ÞÞk/k1 6 0 for all / 2 L1
þ, k/k1 P K.
6.1. Stability of the trivial solution

The behaviour of the solutions in the vicinity of the origin can be determined, without using any
linearization procedure, by means of a Liapunov function. In continuously structured population
models it is usual to take the L1 norm as a Liapunov functional.

So, next proposition states the stability of the zero solution of the reduced system
(5), or equivalently, the possibility that the population becomes extinct as t tends to
infinity.

Proposition 4. Let Hypotheses 1–4 and 6, 7 hold:

(i) If P ð0Þ < l0

k1
then Pð0ÞP P ðtÞ !

t!1
0, i.e. the trivial equilibrium of (5) is locally asymptotically

stable.
(ii) If k2 < l0 then the population goes to extinction, i.e. the trivial equilibrium of (5) is globally

asymptotically stable.

Proof. From Hypothesis 2 it readily follows that Bðð1� sÞuð�; tÞ; suð�; tÞÞ 6 k1ðP ðtÞÞ2 and that
Bðð1� sÞuð�; tÞ; suð�; tÞÞ 6 k2PðtÞ, t P 0. Now, using the inequality (7) we have that:
_PðtÞ 6 ðk1P ðtÞ � l0ÞP ðtÞ < 0 whenever 0 < P ðtÞ < l0

k1
, and if k2 < l0 then _P ðtÞ 6 ðk2 � l0Þ

PðtÞ < 0 whenever 0 < P(t). So, by the Liapunov direct method, the statement follows. h

The fact that the trivial equilibrium is always locally asymptotically stable, the result (i)
above, agrees with the idea that for some species that reproduce sexually, an initially
low population density produces the extinction of the population. On the other hand,
the result (ii) above is a classical statement in population dynamics which means that if
the minimum mortality exceeds the maximum fertility then there is no possibility of non-triv-
ial dynamics.

From now on, for the general case we shall assume that l0 < k2 and that condition (8) holds
with strict inequality for a positive constant K such that l0

k1
< K, thus having bounded trajectories

and the possibility of non-trivial dynamics.
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7. Non-trivial steady states

We look for steady states of the reduced system (5), i.e. solutions independent of time in L1
þ. So,

stationary solutions u(a,t) = u*(a) of the reduced system (5) satisfy
u�ðaÞ ¼
u�ða� tÞ P�ðaÞ

P�ða�tÞ ; a:e: a P t;

Bðð1� sÞu�; su�ÞP�ðaÞ; a:e: a P 0

(

with P�ðaÞ :¼ e
�
R a

0
lðy;P�Þ dy

, and P � ¼
R1

0
u�ðxÞdx (the survival probability at equilibrium and the

total population at equilibrium, respectively). First equation implies that u�ðaÞ
P�ðaÞ ¼

u�ða�tÞ
P�ða�tÞ, a P t,

hence u*(a) = u*(0) P*(a), a P 0, since P*(0) = 1, and the latter implies that
P � ¼ u�ð0Þ

R1
0 P�ðxÞdx, which is obtained integrating over the age span. Thus, isolating u*(0)

we get
u�ðaÞ ¼ P �R1
0

P�ðxÞdx
P�ðaÞ; a P 0: ð9Þ
Finally, the second equation above combined with the formula (9) imply that the total population
at equilibrium P*, regarded as a non-negative independent variable, solves the scalar non-linear
equation:
Q ¼ Bðð1� sÞQP�; sQP�Þ with Q :¼ P �R1
0

P�ðxÞdx
: ð10Þ
Therefore, for each solution P* > 0 of (10) there exists a non-trivial steady state u� 2 L1
þ of the

reduced system (5) given by the formula (9). Notice that u*(a) turns out to be an absolutely con-
tinuous function. If we take the expression of the birth function given by Hypothesis 5 then Eq.
(10) can be written for P* > 0 as
kð1þ P �hsÞP�k1 ¼ P �kbð�; P �Þð1� sÞP�k1kcð�; P �ÞsP�k1; ð11Þ

or in the standard notation
Z 1

0

ð1þ P �hsðxÞÞP�ðxÞdx ¼ P �
Z 1

0

bðx; P �Þð1� sðxÞÞP�ðxÞdx
Z 1

0

cðx; P �ÞsðxÞP�ðxÞdx:
Concerning with Eq. (10), multiple situations can occur depending on the vital parameters of the
population, as it is usual in the steady state analysis of age-dependent population dynamics. Here
we want to discuss briefly necessary conditions for the existence of non-trivial steady states versus
the expected critical age, i.e. the projected ‘parameter’ E½X � ¼

R1
0 ð1� sðxÞÞdx > 0. So, if P* > 0 is

a solution of (10) then the following inequalities hold:
E½X �P 1

k2

;
l0

k1

6 P � 6 K; and P � P
1

k1E½X � ð12Þ
with K > 0 being the constant of condition (8). Indeed, the first inequality is a direct con-
sequence of 0 < Q ¼ Bðð1� sÞQP�; sQP�Þ 6 k2k1 � sk1QkP*k1 6 k2E[X]Q, where k Æ k1
stands for the L1-norm. Similarly, the second one follows from 0 < Q ¼ Bðð1� sÞQP�; sQP�Þ
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6 k1k1 � sk1QkP*k1 ksk1QkP*k1 6 k1QP �
R1

0 e�l0x dx. The third one above, P*
6 K, deserves a

special attention. Indeed, let us assume that the solution of Eq. (10) is such that P* > K, and that
condition (8) holds with strict inequality, then 0 < Q ¼ Bðð1� sÞQP�; sQP�Þ <

R1
0

lðx; P �Þ
QP�ðxÞdx ¼ Q which is a contradiction. Finally, the last inequality in (12) is derived in a similar
way 0 < Q ¼ Bðð1� sÞQP�; sQP�Þ 6 k1k1� sk1QkP�k1ksk1 QkP�k1 ¼ k1E½X �QP �.

The inequalities in (12) define a kind of horizontally unbounded strip strictly contained in the
positive quadrant of the (E[X],P*)-plane, see Figs. 2 and 3 (bifurcation diagrams). Outside this
region, there is no non-trivial equilibrium. In particular, populations with an early expected
critical age cannot attain any non-trivial equilibrium.

7.1. An explicit case: neglecting competition

In this section we are going to analyze the present model of sequential hermaphrodit-
ism assuming that the resources are unlimited. So, the effect of competition for the
resources is neglected and we can take its related environmental conditions to be constant
(i.e. independent of the population size). However, the interactions due to the sexual
reproduction are still present. In order to have explicit computations, let us assume that
the birth function is given by the expression of Hypothesis 5 but with no competition
effects in the fertilities.

So, the reduced system (5) neglecting the competition for the resources can be written, without
loss of generality, as
uða; tÞ ¼
u0ða� tÞ P0ðaÞ

P0ða�tÞ a:e: a P t;

B0ðð1� sÞuð�; t� aÞ; suð�; t� aÞÞP0ðaÞ a:e: a < t

(
ð13Þ
with P0ðaÞ :¼ e
�
R a

0
lðy;0Þ dy

and B0ð/;wÞ :¼ hb0;/i hc0;wi
1þhh1;wi, b0(a):¼b(a, 0), c0(a):¼ c(a, 0).

In addition, let us assume that the minimum mortality l0 <
kb0k1kc0k1

h which gives the possibility
of non-trivial dynamics, and notice that a condition like (8), which assures bounded trajectories, is
not possible here. Recall that the zero solution is always locally asymptotically stable. Here, non-
trivial equilibria are of the form u�ðaÞ ¼ P�R1

0
P0ðxÞ dx

P0ðaÞ and the equation for P* > 0 turns out to

be linear, i.e. the Eq. (11) becomes k(1 + P*h s)P0k1 = P*kb0 (1 � s)P0k1kc0sP0k1.
Therefore, for any set of values of the parameters s(Æ), b0(Æ), c0(Æ), h and l(Æ, 0) such that

(kb0(1 � s)P0k1kc0sP0k1 � h ksP0k1) > 0, there exists a unique non-trivial stationary solution of
the no-competition system (13), explicitly given by
u�ðaÞ ¼ ðkb0ð1� sÞP0k1kc0sP0k1 � hksP0k1Þ
�1P0ðaÞ; a P 0: ð14Þ
See the Figs. 2 and 3 (bifurcation diagrams for the Heaviside and exponential cases respectively)
for a plot (dashed line) of the total population of the equilibrium solution (14) as a function of the
expected critical age.

Before closing the section, let us show the instability of (14) by means of a linearization proce-
dure in an infinite dimensional setting. Rewriting the no-competition system (13) we can apply the
principle of linearized (in)stability stated in [14] Chapter IV. A principle of linearized stability for
a general age-dependent problem is provided in [20] Section 5, where the author uses the theory of



Fig. 2. The case of a Heaviside step function sðaÞ ¼ X½l;1ÞðaÞ, E[X] = l > 0, i.e. sex-reversal takes place only at age l.
The picture shows the total population at equilibrium (solid line) of the reduced system (5) varying the expected critical
age, i.e. the closed continuous curve (l,P*) implicitly defined by Eq. (11), which is confined inside the horizontally
unbounded strip defined by (12). Neglecting the effect of competition, the equilibrium curve becomes the graph of an
unbounded function (dashed line). See Sections 7.1 and 7.2 for further details.
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accretive operators (i.e. those such that its resolvent operator is a non-expansive map, see e.g.
[21]). See also [22]. In particular such a principle holds for the (general) reduced system (5) intro-
ducing suitable regularity conditions on the birth function and the mortality rate.

So, the birth function in system (13) can be written as the following non-linear functional on L1
/7!B0ðð1� sÞ/; s/Þ ¼
Z ay

0

b0ðxÞð1� sðxÞÞI3

1þ hI2

/ðxÞdx;
with a�:¼1 and I2 :¼
R ay

0 sðxÞ/ðxÞdx, I3 :¼
R ay

0 c0ðxÞsðxÞ/ðxÞdx as the interaction variables. It is
worth to mention that the stability results in [14] also hold for this system with infinite maximum
age thanks to the fact that b0,c0 2 L1 and l(a, 0) P l0 > 0. Now it is routine to check the hypoth-
eses (on local integrability with respect to age, boundedness, Lipschitz continuity with respect to
the I2, I3, and differentiability with respect to the I2, I3) required in Chapters III and IV of [14]. We
remark that the indices 2 and 3 above are taken to agree with the notation of next section.

Let us linearize system (13) in a neighbourhood of the non-trivial steady state. By the Taylor
expansion of the functional B0 around u� 2 L1

þ, for / 2 L1 such that k/k1 is small enough, one
has that
B0ðð1� sÞðu� þ /Þ; sðu� þ /ÞÞ ¼ B0ðð1� sÞu�; su�Þ þ hb0; ð1� sÞ/i kc0su�k1

1þ hksu�k1

þ kb0ð1� sÞu�k1

hc0; s/i
1þ hksu�k1

� kb0ð1� sÞu�k1

kc0su�k1hh1; s/i
ð1þ hksu�k1Þ

2
þ � � �
and using the explicit expression (14) of the equilibrium, the latter simplifies to



Fig. 3. The case of an exponential distribution sðaÞ ¼ 1� e�
a
l , E[X] = l > 0, i.e. sex-reversal takes place for all ages at a

constant rate 1
l. Plots in the picture are in total population. The origin (bottom) is always locally asymptotically stable

and the explicit equilibrium (14) of the no-competition system (dashed line) is always unstable. There exist two non-
trivial equilibria (solid line) of the reduced system (5), for each value of the expected critical age in a bounded open
interval. See Sections 7.1 and 7.2 for further details.
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B0ðð1� sÞðu� þ /Þ; sðu� þ /ÞÞ ¼ B0ðð1� sÞu�; su�Þ þ hb0; ð1� sÞ/i
kb0ð1� sÞP0k1

þ hc0; s/i
kc0sP0k1

� hh1; s/i
kb0ð1� sÞP0k1kc0sP0k1

þ � � � ð15Þ
Hence, the linearized system associated to the no-competition system is
�uða; tÞ ¼
�u0ða� tÞ P0ðaÞ

P0ða�tÞ a:e: a P t;

hb0;ð1�sÞ�uð�;t�aÞi
kb0ð1�sÞP0k1

þ hc0;s�uð�;t�aÞi
kc0sP0k1

� hh1;s�uð�;t�aÞi
kb0ð1�sÞP0k1kc0sP0k1

� �
P0ðaÞ a:e: a < t:

8<
: ð16Þ
This linear system preserves positivity if b0ðaÞð1�sðaÞÞ
kb0ð1�sÞP0k1

þ c0ðaÞsðaÞ
kc0sP0k1

� sðaÞ
ksP0k1

P 0, where we used that (14) is

positive. In particular, the latter trivially holds if c0 is a constant. The exponentially growing solu-

tions of the linearized system (16) are �uða; tÞ ¼ cekðt�aÞP0ðaÞ; a; t P 0, where c is an arbitrary con-
stant and k 2 C, the eigenvalues, satisfy the characteristic equation:
1 ¼ hb0; e
�k�ð1� sÞP0i

kb0ð1� sÞP0k1

þ hc0; e
�k�sP0i

kc0sP0k1

� hh1; e�k�sP0i
kb0ð1� sÞP0k1kc0sP0k1

; ð17Þ
with an additional condition, namely, Re(k) > � l0 in order to guarantee that �uð�; tÞ belongs to
L1. If the population density takes the form c ek(t�a)P0(a) one says that the population exhibits
balanced or asynchronous exponential growth. See [23] for the existence of a strictly dominant
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eigenvalue determining the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of classical linear age-dependent
population models, using Perron–Frobenius techniques. See also [3].

Next theorem states that whenever the equilibrium solution exists, it must be unstable.

Theorem 5 (No-competition). The system (13) has at most a non-trivial steady state, which exists if
and only if the parameters s(Æ), b0(Æ), c0(Æ), h and l(Æ, 0) satisfy the condition (kb0(1 � s)P0k1

kc0sP0k1 � h ksP0k1) > 0, where P0ðaÞ :¼ e
�
R a

0
lðy;0Þ dy

, a P 0. Furthermore, the non-trivial steady
state, explicitly given in (14), is unstable whenever it exists.

Proof. To end up it suffices to show that there exists a real positive eigenvalue, i.e. a positive root
of the characteristic Eq. (17). Indeed, it is enough regarding the right hand side of (17) as a func-
tion of real variable k,
gðkÞ :¼ kb0e�k�ð1� sÞP0k1

kb0ð1� sÞP0k1

þ kc0e�k�sP0k1

kc0sP0k1

� hke�k�sP0k1

kb0ð1� sÞP0k1kc0sP0k1

:

The function g(k) is continuous, g(0) > 1 since gð0Þ ¼ 2� hksP0k1

kb0ð1�sÞP0k1kc0sP0k1
> 1 which is a direct

consequence of the hypothesis on the parameters, and limk!1 g(k) = 0 because each term in

the definition of g(k) tends to zero. So, by the intermediate value theorem there exists �k > 0 such

that 1 ¼ gð�kÞ, i.e. �k > 0 is a real solution to the characteristic Eq. (17).
Finally, applying theorem 3.2 in [14] Chapter IV, the statement follows, that is, the non-trivial

stationary solution of the no-competition system (13) is unstable. h
7.2. A case with competition

In this section we are going to illustrate the steady state curve of the reduced system (5), which
arises as the expected critical age is varied. Concerning to the transition process let us consider two
choices of the probability law: the Heaviside step function and the exponential distribution (see
Section 3). As in the previous section, let us also consider that the birth function is given by
Hypothesis 5 and notice that in system (5) it can be written as a non-linear functional on L1
/7!Bðð1� sÞ/; s/Þ ¼
Z 1

0

bðx; I1Þð1� sðxÞÞI3

1þ hI2

/ðxÞdx;
with I1 :¼
R1

0
/ðxÞdx, I2 :¼

R1
0

sðxÞ/ðxÞdx and I3 :¼
R1

0
cðx; I1ÞsðxÞ/ðxÞdx as the interaction vari-

ables. This form is an example of what O. Diekmann et al. [24] have called generalized mass action
since the feedback law exhibits a two-level hierarchical structure.

In addition, let us consider that the effect of the competition for the limited resources is relevant
at high population densities whereas it is (almost) irrelevant at low population densities. Thus, we
have that system (5) behaves close to the no-competition system (13) if the population size is less
than a certain threshold, and we can take advantage of the explicit steady state analysis of the
previous section.

For the numerical computations depicted in Figs. 2 and 3, we have taken an age-independent
mortality for simplicity l(a,p):¼l0 + l1(1 � e�ap) P l0, a > 0, and the following decreasing in
population size fertilities:
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bða; pÞ :¼ 1
2
ð1� tanhðbðp� �bÞÞÞðb0 þ b2ae�a1aÞP 0;

0 6 cða; pÞ :¼ 1
2
ð1� tanhðcðp� �cÞÞÞðc0 þ c2ae�a2aÞ 6 1
with a1, a2 > 0 and b; �b; c;�c > 0. Notice that both fertilities have a sigmoid decay with respect to
the population size p, according to the biologically meaningful assumption above.

For this choice of the model parameters, the constants of the Hypothesis 2 can be taken as
k1 :¼ maxfb0; b0 þ b2

a1eg �maxfc0; c0 þ c2

a2eg > 0 and k2 :¼ k1

h > 0, and the constant of the condition
assuring bounded trajectories (8) can be taken as the unique solution p = K > 0 of the scalar non-
linear equation
1
4
ð1� tanhðbðp� �bÞÞÞð1� tanhðcðp� �cÞÞÞk2 � ðl0 þ l1ð1� e�apÞÞ ¼ 0:
The latter follows from the fact that the left hand side above is a decreasing function in p which is
positive at zero (for �b and �c large enough) and negative at infinity.

We have investigated the equilibrium curve of the reduced system (5) while varying the
expected critical age, i.e. the curve implicitly defined by Eq. (11), for several combinations
of values of the parameters fulfilling the condition given in Theorem 5 (no competition).
We have found two non-trivial equilibria of (5) for each value of the expected critical age
in some bounded open interval, see Figs. 2 and 3 which are bifurcation diagrams for the
case Heaviside and exponential respectively. Notice that for both cases a population with
a late enough expected critical age cannot attain any non-trivial steady state. It is worth
to mention that the expected-critical-age span for which exist non-trivial equilibria is larger
in the exponential case. With regard to the stability analysis of the two non-trivial equilibria
found, there is numerical evidence that the upper one is locally asymptotically stable whereas
the lower one is unstable. We have numerically computed the eigenvalues by means of a
pseudospectral method.

Finally, both figures also illustrate the fact that the branch of non-trivial equilibria does not
intersect the branch of trivial solutions, which means that in the present model we have assumed
a full Allee effect. However, the bifurcation of a branch of non-trivial equilibria from the trivial
one occurs very often in population dynamics, see e.g. [25] Section 2.
8. Conclusions

In this paper we have considered an (age and sex)-structured model for a sequential hermaph-
rodite population with general parameters accounting for the birth, transition and death process-
es. The most particular feature of the model is the transition from one sex to the other which is
described by a given probability law. As a model species we have in mind a fish species like the one
mentioned in the introduction for instance.

The introduced complete system is original and its complexity mainly lies in two facts. The first
one is the fact of considering sexual reproduction which forces to dealt with two classes of indi-
viduals and makes the system intrinsically non-linear because it incorporates the interaction be-
tween the two sexes. On the other hand, the second one is the fact of considering a general
random variable (e.g. not necessarily absolutely continuous) which forces to dealt with integral
equations or even with functional equations in general. However, the system can be reduced to
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a biologically meaningful subspace, that is, a space where the sex-ratio of the population at age a
is determined by the probability law of the age at sex-reversal, i.e. 1�sðaÞ

sðaÞ .
The model and the (partial) analysis of the steady states allow us to undertake an evolutionary

study of this random critical age, see [6]. The study, which will be the subject of a future paper, is
rather general in the sense that we have considered the probability law as a function-valued (or
infinite dimensional) evolutionary trait. For another example of a function-valued trait see e.g.
[26] where the authors consider an energy allocation function in a non-linear size-structured
population model coupled with a dynamic resource.

Our computations show that an unbeatable strategy or evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS; [27])
is a Heaviside step function, that is, all individuals change sex at the same age. Finally it is worth
to mention that we have found a particular case where the transition from female to male takes
place at 69.3% of the life expectancy of the population.
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Appendix A. Existence and uniqueness of solutions

In this appendix, we show the existence and uniqueness of local solutions to the complete system (2)
which are actually globally defined (t P 0) thanks to an a priori bound of the norm of the solutions.

All vectors are considered as column vectors and the symbol |Æ| applied to a vector means the
sum of the absolute value of its components, as it is usual in population dynamics.

Since the complete system has two components, let us consider the product space

L1 � L1 ffi L1ð0;1; R2Þ equipped with the norm k(/,w)k1:¼ k/k1 + kwk1, and for T > 0 let

LT :¼ Cð½0; T �; L1 � L1Þ be the Banach space of continuous (L1 · L1)-valued functions on the inter-
val [0,T] equipped with the supremum norm kðf ;mÞkLT

:¼ sup06t6Tkðf ð�; tÞ;mð�; tÞÞk1. The non-

negative cone in LT is denoted by LT ;þ :¼ Cð½0; T �; L1
þ � L1

þÞ.
Let (f,m) 2 LT, i.e. the mapping t # (f(Æ,t),m(Æ,t)) is continuous from the time interval [0,T] to

L1 · L1. We say that (f,m) is a solution of (2) on [0,T] provided that (f(Æ, t),m(Æ, t)) satisfies (2) for
all t 2 [0,T].

Let us introduce two further hypotheses. Let U; �U 2 L1 � L1, p; �p 2 R, and assume that

Hypothesis 6. There exists c1(r) > 0 such that if kUk1, k�Uk1 6 r then
jBðUÞ �Bð�UÞj 6 c1ðrÞkU� �Uk1:
Hypothesis 7. There exists c2(r) > 0 such that if jpj, j�pj 6 r then
jlða; pÞ � lða; �pÞj 6 c2ðrÞjp� �pj:
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Lemma 6. Let Hypotheses 3 and 7 hold. Let l;�l 2 LT ;þ such that for all t 2 [0,T],
P(t) = kl(Æ,t)k1 6 r and �PðtÞ ¼ k�lð�; tÞk1 6 r, and let c P 0, 0 6 a � c 6 t, then
jPða; t; c; PÞ �Pða; t; c; �PÞj 6 c2ðrÞja� cjkl� �lkLT
:

Proof. The inequality follows from the fact that je�x � e��xj 6 jx� �xj for all x;�x P 0 combined
with the Lipschitzness of the mortality rate l, i.e.
jPða; t; c; PÞ �Pða; t; c; �PÞj 6
Z a

c
lðy; Pðyþ t� aÞÞ � lðy; �P ðyþ t� aÞÞdy

����
����

6 c2ðrÞ
Z a

c
jPðyþ t� aÞ � �P ðyþ t� aÞjdy

6 c2ðrÞ
Z a

c
klð�; yþ t� aÞ � �lð�; yþ t� aÞk1 dy

6 c2ðrÞja� cj sup
06s6t
klð�; sÞ � �lð�; sÞk1

6 c2ðrÞja� cjkl� �lkLT
: �
Now we are ready to state the result which assures the existence and uniqueness of non-negative
solutions of (2) on a time interval [0,T]. In addition, the solution will be biologically meaningful in
the sense of Hypothesis 4. So, we have that

Theorem 7 (Local existence and uniqueness). Let r > 0. Under Hypotheses 1–4 and 6, 7, there
exists T > 0 such that: if (f0,m0) satisfies k(f0,m0)k1 6 r, then system (2) has a unique solution
(f,m) 2 LT,+. Moreover, for all t 2 [0,T] the following holds: if a1 < 1 then f(a, t) = 0 for a.e.
a > a1, and if a0 > 0 then m(a,t) = 0 for a.e. a < a0 .

Proof. First of all, we stress that we will use the absolute value even if the functions involved are
non-negative, thus showing that the proof without the positivity assumption is very similar.

Let r > 0. For a given initial condition l0 ¼ ðf 0;m0Þ 2 L1
þ � L1

þ satisfying Hypothesis 4 and
kl0k1 6 r, we define the set
H ¼ fl ¼ ðf ;mÞ 2 LT ;þ : lð�; 0Þ ¼ l0; klkLT
6 2rg � LT ;
which is a closed set in LT. According to the right hand side of Eq. (2), now we define the mapping
K : LT ! LT as follows: for l = (f,m) 2 LT, 0 6 t 6 T,
K
fða; tÞ
mða; tÞ

� �
:¼

f 0ða� tÞ
1�sðaÞ

1�sða�tÞ
sðaÞ�sða�tÞ

1�sða�tÞ

0
@

1
Aþ m0ða� tÞ

0

1

� �2
4

3
5Pða; t; a� t; PÞ a:e: a P t

Bðlð�; t� aÞÞ
1� sðaÞ

sðaÞ

� �
Pða; t; 0; PÞ a:e: a < t

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ðA:1Þ
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Clearly an element of LT is a solution of (2) on [0,T] if and only if it is a fixed point of K. Notice
that the left hand side of (A.1) actually means ðKlÞða; tÞ. We point out that Kl belongs to LT.
The latter follows from the fact that limjt��tj!0kKlð�; tÞ �Klð�;�tÞk1 ¼ 0, which is a consequence
of the facts that the functions t7!Bðlð�; t� aÞÞPða; t; 0; PÞ and t # P(a,t,a � t;P) are continuous
from [0,T], and that translation is a continuous operation in L1, see [13].

The function K maps H into itself if T 6 1
2k2

. Indeed, firstly realize that all three vectors in (A.1)
are non-negative and the sum of their components equals to 1. Let l 2 H, then using the second
inequality in Hypothesis 2 we have that:
kKlð�; tÞk1 6

Z t

0

jBðlð�; t� aÞÞjPða; t; 0; PÞdaþ
Z 1

t
jl0ða� tÞjPða; t; a� t; PÞda

6

Z t

0

jBðlð�; t� aÞÞjdaþ
Z 1

t
jl0ða� tÞjda

6 k2

Z t

0

kfð�; t� aÞk1 daþ
Z 1

0

jl0ðaÞjda 6 k2t sup
06s6t
kfð�; sÞk1 þ kl0k1:
Therefore,
kKlkLT
¼ sup

06t6T
kKlð�; tÞk1 6 k2TklkLT

þ kl0k1 6 ð2k2Tþ 1Þr 6 2r if T 6
1

2k2

:

On the other hand, from (A.1) it readily follows that
Klð�; 0Þ ¼ f 0ð�Þ
1

0

� �
þ m0ð�Þ

0

1

� �
¼ l0
and that Kl 2 LT ;þ since Bðlð�; t� aÞÞP 0 for a.e. a < t, according to the last part of Hypothesis
2. Thus proving that KðHÞ � H .

To show that the operator K is a contraction in the subset H, let l;�l 2 H and for t 2 [0,T] set
P(t) = kl(Æ,t)k1 6 2r and �P ðtÞ ¼ k�lð�; tÞk1 6 2r. Now using the Lipschitzness of B and Lemma 6,
the following holds:
kKlð�; tÞ �K�lð�; tÞk1

6

Z t

0

jBðlð�; t� aÞÞPða; t; 0; PÞ �Bð�lð�; t� aÞÞPða; t; 0; �PÞjda

þ
Z 1

t
jl0ða� tÞjjPða; t; a� t; PÞ �Pða; t; a� t; �PÞjda

6

Z t

0

jBðlð�; t� aÞÞjjPða; t; 0; PÞ �Pða; t; 0; �PÞj þ jBðlð�; t� aÞÞ �Bð�lð�; t� aÞÞjPða; t; 0; �PÞda

þ kl0k1 sup
aPt
jPða; t; a� t; PÞ �Pða; t; a� t; �PÞj

6 k2 sup
06s6t
kf ð�; sÞk1

Z t

0

jPða; t; 0; PÞ �Pða; t; 0; �PÞjdaþ c1ð2rÞ
Z t

0

klð�; t� aÞ � �lð�; t� aÞk1 da

þ kl0k1 sup
aPt
jPða; t; a� t; PÞ �Pða; t; a� t; �PÞj

6 k2 sup
06s6t
kf ð�; sÞk1c2ð2rÞkl� �lkLT

Z t

0

adaþ c1ð2rÞtkl� �lkLT
þ kl0k1c2ð2rÞtkl� �lkLT

:
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Therefore,
kKl�K�lkLT
6 k2klkLT

c2ð2rÞ T
2

2
þ c1ð2rÞTþ kl0k1c2ð2rÞT

� �
kl� �lkLT

6 ððk2Tþ 1Þrc2ð2rÞ þ c1ð2rÞÞTkl� �lkLT
:

Consequently, there exists T > 0 small enough such that the mapping K is a contraction, i.e.
kKl�K�lkLT

6 kkl� �lkLT
with 0 6 k < 1, and by the contraction principle K has a unique

fixed point l = (f,m) in H. This fixed point is the desired non-negative solution of (2) on the
interval [0,T]. The last part of the theorem follows immediately from the definition of K in
(A.1). h

We remark that the former theorem as stated is a local existence and uniqueness theorem, in the
sense that the interval [0,T] where the solution exists, will depend upon the initial condition, more
precisely on its L1-norm, that is T = T(r). Global results of existence and uniqueness will follow
from this result, by extending solutions to maximal intervals of existence, i.e. by using the
semigroup property.

Let l0 = (f0,m0) be a given initial condition. Now, let l be a function from the half-open
time interval [0,Tmax(l0)) to L1 · L1, where Tmax(l0) is the maximal time of existence of the
solution of (2), that is, the maximal time such that if 0 < T < Tmax(l0) then there exists
the solution of (2) on [0,T]. We say that l is the (non-negative) solution of (2) on
[0,Tmax(l0)) provided that for all 0 < T < Tmax(l0), l restricted to [0,T] is the (non-negative)
solution of (2) on [0,T].

Next theorem states that if the maximal times of existence were finite, then the solutions would
blow up in finite time, i.e. they would become unbounded in finite time.

Theorem 8. Let Hypotheses 1–4 and 6, 7 hold, and let l be the non-negative solution of (2) on the
time interval [0,Tmax(l0)). If Tmax(l0) <1 then
lim sup
t%T maxðl0Þ

klð�; tÞk1 ¼ 1:
Proof. This is shown in a similar way to [13] theorem 2.3, page 45. Actually that proof is valid for
any local semigroup such that the maximal time of existence is bounded below by a strictly posi-
tive function of the norm of the initial condition. h

Last theorem of this appendix states that the maximal times of existence of solutions of (2) are
unbounded.

Theorem 9 (Global existence and uniqueness). Under Hypotheses 1–4 and 6, 7, the solutions of
system (2), given by Theorem 7, are defined for all t P 0.

Proof. Let l = (f,m) be the solution of (2) on [0,Tmax(l0)), i.e. the solution given by Theorem 7
extended to the interval [0,Tmax(l0)) by the semigroup property. Proceeding as in the proof of
Theorem 7 we have that:
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klð�; tÞk1 6

Z t

0

jBðlð�; t� aÞÞjPða; t; 0; PÞdaþ
Z 1

t
jl0ða� tÞjPða; t; a� t; PÞda

6 k2

Z t

0

kfð�; sÞk1 dsþ
Z 1

0

jl0ðaÞjda 6 k2

Z t

0

klð�; sÞk1 dsþ kl0k1:
Therefore, by the Gronwall inequality, we obtain the following a priori bound of the L1-norm of
the solutions of (2):
klð�; tÞk1 6 kl0k1ek2t 0 6 t < T maxðl0Þ;
and finally, according to Theorem 8, we must have Tmax(l0) =1, i.e. the solutions of (2) are
defined for all t P 0. h
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